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The formation of ordered structures of charged macroparticles in a constant-current neon glow-
discharge plasma is investigated. Experiments were performed with two types of particles:
thin-walled glass spheres 50–63mm in diameter and particles of Al2O3, 3–5 mm in diameter.
Formation of quasicrystalline structures is observed in the standing strata and in an
artificially created double electric layer. The formation of extended filamentary structures of
macroparticles in the absence of visible stratification of the positive column has been observed for
the first time. The influence of the discharge parameters on the formation of the ordered
structures and their melting is examined. The form of the interaction potential between the charged
macroparticles is considered, as well as changes in the conditions for maintaining the
discharge in the presence of high concentrations of dust particles. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7761~97!00912-8#

1. INTRODUCTION For surface treatment, low-pressure radio-frequency g
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The presence of macroscopic particles can have a
stantial effect on the properties of a low-temperature plas
Particles heated to a sufficiently high temperature can,
emitting electrons and acquiring a positive charge, sign
cantly increase the electron concentration in the plasma
similar effect can occur under conditions in which the dom
nant process is photoemission or secondary electron e
sion. Cold particles, on the other hand, absorb electrons f
the plasma, acquire a negative charge, and reduce the
electron concentration in the plasma. Charged particles in
act with electric and magnetic fields, and the Coulomb int
action between particles can lead to a highly nonid
plasma.

A dusty plasma was first observed under laboratory c
ditions by Langmuir in the 1920’s.1 However, its active in-
vestigation began only in recent decades in connection wi
long list of applications such as the electrophysics and e
trodynamics of the combustion products of rocket fuels,
electrophysics of the working body of solid-fuel magnetoh
drodynamic generators, and the physics of dust clouds in
atmosphere.2–6 Dust and dusty plasma are widely distribut
in the universe. They have been detected in planetary ri
comet tails, and in interplanetary and interstellar clouds.7–9

In the last ten years there has been heightened intere
studying the properties of dusty plasmas in connection w
the expanded use of the technology of plasma sputtering
etching in microelectronics and in the production of th
films.10–13The presence of particles in plasma not only lea
to contamination of the surface of the semiconductor elem
and thereby to an increased yield of defective compone
but also perturbs the plasma in a frequently unpredicta
way. The reduction or prevention of these negative effect
impossible without an understanding of the processes of
mation and growth of condensed particles in a gas-disch
plasma, their transport mechanism, and their influence on
properties of the discharge.
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discharge plasma is usually used.The degree of ionization
of such a plasma is low (;1027), the electron energy is a
few eV, and the ion energy is near the thermal energy of
atoms ('0.03 eV). A neutral, nonemitting particle inciden
on such a plasma is buffeted by fluxes of all the partic
present in the plasma, including electrons and ions. It is c
tomary to assume that electrons incident on the surface o
particle are absorbed, and the ions raining down upon
surface knock out electrons and recombine with them.

As a consequence of the great difference in masses
temperatures of the electrons and ions, the electron flux
ceeds the ion flux by several orders of magnitude, and
particle acquires a negative charge. The negative electros
potential on the particle leads to repulsion of electrons a
attraction of ions. The charge of the particle changes until
electron and ion fluxes on the particle equalize.

The steady-state chargeZ or floating potentialwp can be
estimated within the framework of the orbital motion mod
widely used in the theory of plasma probes.15 This model is
valid in the collisionless regime for particles of sufficient
small dimensions

Rp!l! l , ~1!

whereRp is the particle radius, andl and l are the typical
screening length and the typical mean free path of the e
trons or ions, whichever is the smaller. Balance of elect
and ion currents leads to the following equation forwp :

NeATe

me
expS ewp

Te
D5NiATi

mi
expS 12

ewp

Ti
D , ~2!

whereTe( i ) and me( i ) are the temperature and mass of t
electrons~ions!.

Equation~2! enables one to estimate the potential a
charge of an isolated particle in the plasma. The typi
charge of a micron-sized particle lies within the range fro
103 to 105 electron charges. The walls of the dischar
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chamber and the electrodes acquire a negative potential. All
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this makes it possible under certain conditions to compen
for the effect of gravitation, and leads to levitation of th
particles above the lower electrode or floor of the discha
chamber. Methods for confining a dusty plasma in spe
traps, which make it possible to reduce contamination of
work surfaces, are based on this effect.

The thermodynamic properties of dusty plasmas
mainly determined by the magnitude of the nonideality p
rameterG, which is equal to the ratio of the Coulomb pote
tial energy to the kinetic energy of thermal motion chara
terized by the particle temperatureTp :

G5
Z2e2

aTp
, a5S 3

4pNp
D 1/3

, ~3!

wherea is the mean distance between particles, andNp is
their concentration. Thanks to the large charge of the p
ticles, nonideality in the interaction between particles c
enter significantly earlier than nonideality of the electro
ion subsystem, despite the fact that the particle concentra
is usually low in comparison with the electron and ion co
centrations.

From the simplest and most widely studied model o
one-component plasma it is well known that forG.1 short-
range order appears in the system, and forG'170 a one-
component plasma crystallizes.16 The one-component mode
cannot claim to provide a faithful description of the prope
ties of a dusty plasma, above all because it neglects scr
ing effects. Nevertheless, a number of papers, on the bas
qualitative results of the one-component model, express
view that near-range order is possible in a therm
equilibrium dusty plasma, and even crystallization.4,5,17

Recently, ordered structures of dust particles were
tected in a thermal plasma at atmospheric pressure at a
perature of around 1700 K~Refs. 18 and 19!. Similar con-
siderations led Ikezi20 to infer the possibility of
crystallization of a dust subsystem in a nonequilibrium g
discharge plasma. Eight years after the publication of
paper, a dust crystal was finally observed experimentally
high-frequency discharge near the lower electrode at
boundary of the near-cathode region,21–24 and later in the
strata of a stationary glow-discharge.25,26

A plasma crystal can have varied crystal structure, wit
lattice constant on the order of fractions of a millimete
which makes it possible to observe it practically with t
naked eye. Plasma crystals possess a great many vir
making them an indispensable instrument both in the st
of highly nonideal plasmas and in the study of the fundam
tal properties of crystals. These include, first and forem
simplicity of preparation, observation, and parameter cont
and their short equilibrium relaxation times and respo
times to external perturbations.

A dust crystal is not a unique example of the appeara
of long-range order in Coulomb systems. In his time, Wign
showed27 that upon cooling, an electron gas can conde
and form an ordered crystalline structure, the so-ca
‘‘Wigner crystal.’’ Recently, crystallization of a quantum
electron liquid with formation of a Wigner crystal was inve
tigated experimentally.28 Crystal structures, also in one
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component systems, were observed in electrostatic vac
traps on charged macroparticles29 and in Paul and Penning
traps on Mg or Be ions cooled to very low temperatur
(;1023 K).30–32 A Coulomb crystal is also realized in co
loidal suspensions.33 Colloidal crystals consist of almos
monodisperse micron-sized particles suspended in an e
trolyte, where they become charged toZ52(103– 104) and
are screened by ions of both signs in the electrolyte. Acco
ing to a conjecture of Deryagin and Landau,34 under certain
conditions the Coulomb interaction between the partic
makes formation of a crystal structure energetically m
favorable. Strong coupling between particles takes plac
distances less than the screening radius, which in collo
suspensions is very small. This leads to the result that
crystallization a rather high particle densi
(Np;1012 cm23) is necessary. As a consequence, colloi
crystals are usually opaque, hindering experimental stud
their bulk properties. To the drawbacks of colloidal crysta
as an instrument of physical study may also be added t
long equilibrium relaxation time, amounting to sever
weeks.

The present paper investigates the formation of orde
structures of charged macroparticles of various sizes i
constant-current glow-discharge plasma in neon. The in
ence of the discharge parameters on the possibility of
existence of quasicrystalline structures of dust particles
examined, along with the conditions for their formation a
destruction. We consider the question of the form of t
interaction potential between the macroparticles, and also
effect of the macroparticles themselves on the conditions
maintaining the discharge.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A glow-discharge was created in neon in a cylindric
vertically positioned tube with cold electrodes. A schema
of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. The inner diameter of t

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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tube was 3 cm, the length of the tube was 60 cm, the distance
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between the electrodes situated in lateral nibs of the tube
40 cm. A double mobile probe was also placed in the tu
The discharge current was varied within the range from
to 10 mA, and the neon pressure, from 0.2 to 2 Torr. D
charge regimes with standing strata existed in this range

Micron-sized particles to be introduced into the plas
were held in a cylindrical container located in the upper p
of the gas-discharge tube. The bottom of the container
fashioned from a metal mesh with a spacing of 100mm.
When the container was shaken, particles rained down
the positive column of the discharge. The particles were
sualized with the aid of illumination in either the horizont
or vertical planes by a probe laser beam. The beam from
argon laser was formed by a cylindrical lens into a pla
converging beam with thickness of the beam waist at
center of the discharge tube equal to 150mm and width 40
mm.

The horizontal probe beam could be vertically transla
along the length of the tube, and the vertical probe be
both in height and radius. Light scattered by the particles w
observed with the aid of a CCD camera at an angle of 60
the case of the horizontal beam and at an angle of 90° in
case of the vertical beam. The output signal of the cam
was recorded on video tape. Note that individual partic
and the cloud of particles as a whole are visible in the la
light even to the naked eye.

Oscillations of the discharge connected with repositio
ing of the cathode spot are observed in a glow-discha
with a cold cathode, which causes fluctuations of the orde
structures. To damp these oscillations, an additional t
with a constriction was introduced. This inset was position
in the lower part of the discharge tube above the cathod

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Formation of ordered structures in strata of the positive
column

In the experiments we used two types of particles: p
ticles of borosilicate glass (r52.3 g/cm3) in the form of
thin-walled, hollow spheres~microballoons! of diameter
50–63 mm with wall thickness 1–5mm ~the mass of the
particlesM p lies in the range from 231028 to 1027 g! and
Al2O3 particles (r54 g/cm3) with diameter 3–5mm ~M p

lies in the range from 6310211 to 3310210 g!.
In the presence of standing strata in the positive colu

of the discharge, dust particles that poured down from
container hovered in the form of a cloud in the center of
luminous part of the stratum. The charged microscopic p
ticles captured into the stratum formed ordered quasicrys
line structures, whose size and shape depended on the
charge parameters. The region of existence of the strata
the given discharge tube lies in the range of neon press
from 0.1 to 1.7 Torr for the discharge current varying fro
0.1 to 10 mA. The length of the luminous part of the stratu
was 10 mm at a pressurep51.2 Torr and grew to 25 mm a
p50.2 Torr. The distance between the luminous parts of
strata depended weakly on the discharge parameters an
within the limits 35–50 mm. Note that the ordered structu
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existence region.
The formation process proceeds as follows: after be

shaken out of the container, the particles fall past their eq
librium position and then, over the course of several secon
rise back up and form into an ordered structure which
preserved for as long as desired provided the discharge
rameters are left unchanged. Individual particles can m
upward toward the anode and along the periphery of
stratum. In addition, peculiar orbital motions of the particl
around the ordered structures are observed. Contrary circ
motions of individual particles are also observed. A parti
completes one revolution in approximately 10 s.

The simultaneous existence of ordered structures in s
eral neighboring strata was observed. By way of exam
Fig. 2a shows an image of structures of charged microb
loons of borosilicate glass in two neighboring strata.
varying the discharge parameters~current, pressure! it is pos-
sible to obtain coalescence of the structures in neighbo
strata into one long, extended formation. Figure 2b displ
such a structure.

Figure 3 shows digitized images of structures of Al2O3

particles taken in the horizontal plane for two values of t
discharge currentI p : 0.4 and 3.9 mA for neon pressur
p50.3 Torr. Figure 4 shows two plots of the condition
particle distribution functionn(r )5n2(r )/n1(r ), obtained
by processing the corresponding images in Fig. 3;n1 andn2

are the corresponding unary and binary functions.35,36 The
function n(r ) is the particle number density at a distancer
from some particle. The choice of this function instead of t
commonly used pairwise correlation functiong(r ) is dic-
tated by the inhomogeneity of the investigated structures
sociated with their relatively small dimensions.

Figure 4 plots the distribution functionn(r ) for each of
the above two discharge regimes for the central part o
horizontal cross section of the structure, and for all of t
particles in the given cross section~the central part of the
horizontal cross section in our case consists of the parti
lying inside a circle whose center coincides with the cen
of mass of the cross section, and includes around 40% o
the particles observed in the cross section!. It can be seen
that for I p50.4 mA at least three maxima ofn(r ) can be
identified, which suggests the existence of long-range or
in the investigated dusty plasma. This corresponds t
crystal-like structure.

It follows from these images and distribution function
that with increasing discharge current there is a tende
toward the destruction of long-range order~‘‘melting’’ !, and
at I p53.9 mA only short-range order is observed.

Note that the destruction of long-range order accom
nying an increase in the discharge current above all entr
the periphery of the structure. The central part of the form
tion preserves its former order. In addition, with increasi
I p, spontaneous oscillations of individual macroparticles
observed. In this situation, such particles move along circu
trajectories whose radii increase with distance from the c
ter of the structure. Circular oscillations of the particles we
also observed in a dusty rf discharge plasma when the
pressure was decreased.37 As can be seen from Fig. 4, de

1112Lipaev et al.
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spite varyingI p by an order of magnitude, the mean inte
particle distancea, equal to 250mm, remains essentially
unchanged.

At a higher neon pressure of 0.7 Torr, less ordered st
tures of charged Al2O3 particles are observed in the range
currents from 0.7 to 7 mA. The interparticle distancea in

FIG. 2. Video images of structures of charged microballoons of borosilic
glass: a! in two neighboring strata~p50.5 Torr, I p50.5 mA!, b! after their
coalescence~p50.4 Torr, I p50.4 mA!. The scale in the figure correspond
to 3 mm.

1113 JETP 85 (6), December 1997
c-

equal to 280mm.
The constancy of the interparticle distancea in the face

of a significant change in the discharge current and, con
quently, the electron concentrationNe, differs sharply from
the appreciable dependence ofa on the power fed to the rf
discharge~and accordingly on the electron concentrationNe!
observed in Ref. 23.

Figure 5 shows a digitized image of the structure
charged microballoons of borosilicate glass in one of
vertical planes. Figure 6 plots the corresponding distribut
functions for the central part of the structure and the struct
as a whole. These results demonstrate the existence of
nificant ordering of the particles in the vertical cross se
tions.

Our experiments revealed the emergence of unusual
mations of charged macroparticles: in different discharge
gimes, with the disappearance of visible standing strata
tended filamentary structures are formed, extending upw
from the dark cathode space through the height of the tu
The length of these structures reached 60 mm. Fragmen
the filamentary structure are shown in Fig. 7. Near the d
cathode space the number of filaments reaches 7–8, whi
the upper part their number is reduced to 1–2. The num
of particles per filament~chain! reaches 100–120. Note tha
the extended filamentary structures are observed for b
types of microscopic particles used in the experiments.

Strata in low-pressure discharges have been experim
tally investigated in considerable detail.38–41 In the positive
column of the discharge under the conditions of interest, l
of electron energy in elastic collisions is negligibly small a
the electron distribution function is formed under the acti
of the electric field and the inelastic collisions. This can le
to the appearance of strata—a spatial periodicity of
plasma parameters with characteristic sc
l15«1 /eE0'4 – 5 cm ~«1 is the first excitation potential
equal to 16.6 eV for neon, andE0 is the electric field aver-
aged over the length of the stratum!.

The electron concentration, their energy distribution, a
the electric field are highly irregular along the length of t
stratum. The electric fieldE is relatively strong at the head o
the stratum~around 10–15 V/cm at its maximum!—a region
occupying 25–30% of the length of the stratum, and we
~around 1 V/cm! outside this region. The maximum value o
the electron concentration is displaced relative to the ma
mum of E in the direction of the anode.39 The electron en-
ergy distribution is substantially bimodal,39 and the head of
the stratum is dominated by the second maximum, wh
center lies near the excitation potential«1 .

Due to the high floating potential of the walls of th
discharge tube, the strata have a substantially tw
dimensional character: the center–wall potential differen
at the head of the stratum reaches 20–30 V, and the cha
in the potential takes place in a narrow near-wall layer
thickness 2–3 mm~Refs. 40–42!. Thus, an electrostatic tra
is found at the head of each stratum, which in the case
vertical orientation is capable of confining particles wi
high enough charge and low enough mass.

The experimental information above was obtained o

te
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FIG. 3. Digitized video images of structures o
Al2O3 particles in the horizontal plane fo
p50.5 Torr: a! I p50.4 mA, b! I p53.9 mA. Frame
dimensions 535 mm2.
for moving strata; however, there is every reason to believe
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that for the same discharge parameters, the properties of
ing and moving strata are similar.43 By virtue of the substan-
tially two-dimensional nature of the problem, a theoretic
description of the strata in a low-pressure discharge is q
complicated, and at present can lay claim to only a qual
tive explanation of the observed effects.44,42 As a conse-
quence of particles sticking to the probe, efforts under ta
in the present work to measure plasma parameters with
aid of a double probe in the presence of macroparticles h
not been crowned with success. Nevertheless, the ele
field strengths measured in the positive column in a n
discharge in the absence of stratification are in good ag
ment with the published data. Therefore, in our analysis
will be forced to rely, above all, on the results of an expe
mental study of strata40–42carried out under conditions sim
lar to ours.

The potential of the particlewp, and consequently its
chargeZ, can be estimated with the help of Eq.~2!. How-
ever, it must be recalled that its derivation employs the M
wellian electron energy distribution far from the particle. A
we have already pointed out, the electron distribution fu
tion is bimodal in the strata, and Eq.~2! can be used for
estimates only in those regions of the stratum where on
the maxima predominates. Thus, in the region of maxim
luminosity, the second maximum, which has energyTe'«1 ,
predominates. This makes it possible with the aid of Eq.~2!
st-

l
te
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n
he
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n
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e
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-

of

wp'21.65«1'227 eV. The relation between the potenti
of a particle and its charge in the linear Debye screen
approximation is45

Z5wpRp~11Rp /lL!, ~4!

wherelL is the linearized screening length

lL5F4pe2S Ne

Te
1

Ni

Ti
D G21/2

. ~5!

This yields a chargeZ'233104 for the Al2O3 particles,
andZ'273105 for the glass particles.

Levitation of macroscopic particles takes place in t
region of the stratum where the electrostatic forceZeE is
balanced by the gravitational forceM pg. Thus, it is possible
to determine the magnitude of the electrostatic fieldEm in
which particle levitation is possible:

Em5
M pg

Ze
. ~6!

This yields Em'1 V/cm for the Al2O3 particles and
Em'45 V/cm for the glass particles. The latter is 3–4 tim
the fields usually observed at the head of the stratum. H
ever, this disagreement can be partly explained by the s
ration of particles according to wall thickness, and con
quently mass, where this separation takes place directl
-

FIG. 4. Distribution functionsn(r ) for
the structures shown in Fig. 3: a!
I p50.4 mA, b! I p53.9 mA. 1—n(r )
for the central region of the cross sec
tion, 2—for the entire cross section.
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the discharge: particles with minimalM p /Z are captured,
above all the thin-walled ones with wall thickness 1–2mm.
In addition, the very presence of charged particles can lea
an increase in the electric field.

The Coulomb interaction between charged particles
proportional to the product of their charges. Therefore
large value ofZ leads to a strong Coulomb repulsion b
tween particles, and consequently nonideality of the syst
For a mean interparticle distancea5300 mm at T5300 K,
the nonideality parameterG;106 and 108 for particles of
radius 1.5 and 25mm, respectively. Note, however, that th
particles are screened by the electrons and ions of
plasma, whose concentration varies severalfold along
length of the stratum and lies within the limit
53107– 53108 cm23 ~Refs. 40–42!. The floating potential
of the particles is equal in order of magnitude to the elect
energy, and significantly exceeds the ion energy. There
the screening of the particles is substantially nonlinear.
addition, electron and ion recombination takes place on
surface of the particles, as a result of which there is no

FIG. 5. Digitized video images of structures of charged microballoons
borosilicate glass in the vertical plane forp50.2 Torr andI p50.7 mA.
Frame dimensions 637.5 mm2.

FIG. 6. Distribution functionsn(r ) for the structure imaged in Fig. 5:1—
n(r ) for the central region of the cross section,2—for the entire cross
section.
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to
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verse charged-particle flux near the particles, and their
tribution function is non-Maxwellian. Thus, even th
asymptotic behavior of the potential far from the partic
surface ceases to be Debye-like, and depends on the dis
according to a power law,w(r )'2ZRP/2r 2. This effect has
long been known, and has been well studied in the theor
spherical electrostatic probes.15

The structure of the screening cloud in the collisionle
regime with allowance for the nonlinearity of the Poiss
equation and the non-Maxwellian character of the elect
and ion energy distribution functions was calculated in R
46 for spherical particles in a helium discharge. It turns o
that at small distances the particle potential can be appr
mated to high accuracy by the Debye–Hu¨ckel potential

w~r !5wp

Rp

r
expS 2

r 2Rp

l D . ~7!

Howeverl5lL only in the case of sufficiently small par
ticles (Rp!lL), and for largeRp the screening length in
creases withRp, reaching and even exceeding the electr
screening lengthle5ATe/4pe2Ne.

Figure 8 plots the results of a calculation ofw(r ) that we
performed for a neon discharge, for particles of two siz
under conditions typical of the mid-region of the strata
neon, and allowing for the non-Maxwellian character of t
electron and ion distribution functions due to their absorpt
by the surface of the macroparticle. It can be seen that
approach to the non-Debye-like dependencew(r )}21/r 2

takes place earlier for larger particles, and at distances c
to the mean interatomic distance in the levitating orde
structures. This effect can lead to an increase in repulsio

f

FIG. 7. Digitized video image of a fragment of a filamentary extend
structure of charged glass microballoons in the vertical plane
p50.4 Torr andI p50.4 mA. Frame dimensions 7.5318 mm2.
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large interatomic distances, and a slackening of the dep
dence of the interparticle interaction on the electron and
concentrations in the screening cloud.

Figure 9 plots the dependence of the screening lengl
on the electron concentrationNe . Proper choice of the latte
enables one to accurately approximate the calculated po
tial w(r ) near the particle with the help of the Debye
Hückel potential ~7!. As in the case of the helium
discharge,45 at small radii it is possible to use the line
screening lengthlL , but for Rp;lL it is necessary to allow
for nonlinear effects. Note that under the conditions of int
est,l shows essentially no dependence onTe .

Allowing for screening of the charge of the dust particl
and the non-Maxwellian character of the electron and
velocity distribution functions near the particles, as a noni
ality parameter in place ofG calculated according to Eq.~3!,
it is possible to use20

GD5
Z2e2

aTp
e2a/l ~8!

in the case of small Al2O3 particles, and

FIG. 8. Dependence of the unit-normalized productrwp on distance to the
surface of the particle in neon ~Te550000 K, Ti5300 K,
Ne553108 cm23! for particles of radiusR525 mm ~1! and R51.5 mm
~2!. The dash–dot curves plot the dependence obtained from Eq.~7! with
l5130 and 85mm, respectively. The dashed curve corresponds to Eq.~7!
with l5lL .

FIG. 9. Dependence of the effective screening lengthl on the electron
concentrationNe in neon~Te550000 K, Ti5300 K! for particles of radius
R525 mm ~1! andR51.5 mm ~2!. Curve3 plots the linear Debye–Hu¨ckel
screening length~5!.
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in the case of large glass particles.
In both cases, the degree of nonideality can be redu

by several orders of magnitude in comparison withG; how-
ever, it is still too large to explain the observed ‘‘melting’’ o
the ordered structures. One reason for this is that the part
are held back not where the electrostatic force acting on th
is maximum~and consequently their chargeZ is also maxi-
mum!, but where it balances the gravitational force. The s
ond and probably the most important reason is that, a
consequence of the fluctuating plasma microfields, partic
charged to large values ofZ have mean kinetic energyTp

significantly greater than the temperature of the gas. T
effect is observed both in a radio-frequency plasma37,47 and
in our experiments.26 In both cases, with distance from th
melting curve, the particle energy reaches a very high va
of the order of 50 eV. Such a growth of the energy c
explain the observed ‘‘melting’’ of dust crystals.

3.2. Formation of ordered structures in an electric double
layer

Levitation of macroparticles in the positive column of
constant-current glow-discharge requires an electric fi
strong enough to balance the force of gravity and is poss
not only in strata, but also in a specially organized elec
double layer. Toward this end, one can vary the plasma
rameters by varying the transverse cross section of the p
tive column.48

However, in contrast to Ref. 48, we use a positive c
umn with a narrow cathode part with radiusRk and a wide
anode part with radiusRa (Rk,Ra) with an expansion seg
ment in between. In this case, a double layer of space ch
separating the two plasma regions with different elect
temperaturesTek and Tea and electron concentrationsNek

andNea appears in the mouth of the constriction. The narr
cathode part has higher values ofTek andNek . The potential
jump U at the double layer depends on the gas pressure
radii Rk and Ra , their ratioRa /Rk , and the discharge cur
rent.U can be estimated from the relation48

U5Tek2Tea1
Tek1Tea

2
ln

Nek

Nea
. ~10!

Thus, for the given discharge tube the introduction o
constriction with a radiusRk53.5 mm yields an increase in
Ne for p50.5 Torr of almost an order of magnitude, inT of
a factor of three, andU'10 V. Since the longitudinal di-
mension of the double layer in the mouth of the constrict
is not large (;1 cm), the values of the longitudinal electr
field in the layer are of the same order of magnitude as at
head of the stratum. Thus, conditions are ensured for
capture and suspension of charged macroparticles, with
sequent formation of an ordered structure.

In experiments with a constrictionRk53.5 mm, we did
indeed obtain levitation of particles of both types in t
mouth of the narrow part. The constriction was created
introducing an additional cylindrical glass tube with variab
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inner diameter into the discharge tube, the wide part of
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which was placed over the cylindrical cathode.

3.3. Effect of dust particles on discharge parameters

At moderate pressures under stationary steady-state
ditions, charge losses in a weakly ionized plasma are ass
ated with ambipolar diffusion toward the walls of the di
charge chamber.38 In this case the electron temperature~and
accordingly the longitudinal electric field! in the positive col-
umn of the glow-discharge can be determined by equa
the ionization rate and the rate of ambipolar diffusion loss

The presence of dust particles in the discharge can
stantially alter this situation. The point is that for a hig
enough macroparticle concentration, charge loss to their
faces becomes predominant in comparison with loss to
chamber walls. An idea of the efficiency of the two proces
of charged particle loss can be had by comparing their
spective rates. The rate of ambipolar losses is given by

nd5
Da

L2 , ~11!

where Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, an
L5R/2.4 is the characteristic diffusion length for cylindric
discharge geometry38 ~R is the radius of the discharge cham
ber!. The electron loss rate to the surfaces of the dust p
ticles in the orbital motion approximation is given by

np5pRp
2NpA 8Te

pme
expS ewp

Te
D . ~12!

For the ambipolar diffusion coefficient the following es
mate applies:38

Da'Di

Te

Ti
'

1

3Nas
A 8Ti

pmi

Te

Ti
. ~13!

Heres is the resonant recharging cross section~in the case
of motion of the ions in their own gas! and Na is the atom
concentration. Hence we obtain for the ratio of the char
teristic rates

np

nd
53pRp

2S R

2.4D
2

NpNasATimi

Teme
expS ewp

Te
D . ~14!

Let us estimate the macroparticle concentration
which charge loss to the particles is more probable than
the walls. Using the neon discharge paramet
Na5331016 cm23 (P51 Torr), Te550000 K, Ti5300 K,
Rp530 mm, s'2310215 cm22, ewp /Te'22, we find
from ~14! that the rates coincide forNp'250 cm23.

Under the conditions of the experiment described he
the concentration of macroparticles of the given size w
roughly an order of magnitude greater. Thus, the main ch
nel of charge loss is probably loss to dust particles. Un
such conditions, an increase in their density should be
companied by a rise in the ionization rate needed to main
the stationary discharge regime. This obviously means a
in the electron temperature, and consequently the ele
field, in the region in which the macroparticles are located
this field grows to a sufficient magnitude, it will keep th
particles from falling as a result of the force of gravity. Th
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the electric field values required to compensate for the fo
of gravity and the electric field values usually observed at
head of the stratum in the case of heavy glass particles,
also allows a qualitative explanation of the experimenta
observed suspension of an extended ordered structure of
particles in the absence of visible stratification of the posit
column of the glow discharge.

4. CONCLUSION

In the present paper we have investigated the forma
of ordered structures of charged macroparticles in the p
tive column of a neon glow discharge. We observed the f
mation of quasicrystalline structures whose size and sh
depended on the discharge parameters. Formation of
structures took place in a region of high electric field,whi
balanced the force of gravity, in standing strata and in
double electric layer created by introducing an additio
cylindrical glass tube with variable inner diameter into t
discharge. The effect of the discharge parameters on the
sible existence of quasicrystalline dust-particle structu
was investigated. It was found, in particular, that increas
the discharge current leads to the destruction of long-ra
order ~melting of the quasicrystal!.

The experiments also revealed the emergence of unu
formations of charged macroparticles. For certain values
the discharge parameters, extended filamentary struct
were formed in the absence of stratification of the posit
column. The length of such structures reached 6 cm. N
that this is the first reported observation of such structure

The electrostatic interaction between dust particl
which leads to the formation of ordered structures, was c
sidered in detail with allowance for the nonlinearity
screening with a non-Maxwellian energy distribution of t
electrons and ions of the plasma. A difference in the shap
the interaction potential is noted for different sorts of ma
roparticles~due to a difference in their diameters!. An esti-
mate was made of the coupling parameterG corresponding to
the existence of ordered structures. We point out the ne
sity of allowing for an additional channel of electron and io
loss in the presence of high dust-particle concentration in
discharge.
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